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Chapter H 

Comparisons: More or Less 

(App-Bahu Anugam) 
 

 

Quantitative relations in trends and tendencies are 

expressed with number-based comparisons. 

Qualitatively different entities (as apples and 

oranges) cannot be compared through numbers.    

 

Consistency is one of the features of rationality.  It is a 

necessary but not the sufficient condition for the realization of 

potential which calls for both rational consistency and also 

consistent rationality. Consistency of the natural (rational) 

numbers provides a rational basis for taking stock of 

discrete entities.  Such trends can be manipulated with 

operations without changing the quality of the entities in 

the set.  Such operations with numbers include: 

1.  As in the count 1, 2, 3, ..10 the successive numbers differ from 

each other by one, i.e. the next number is obtained by adding one 

to the preceding one, and the preceding number is obtained by 

subtracting one. Here 1 is the factor for the positive or negative 

operation. Any positive or negative integral or fractional number 

can be an operator but with different results.   

2.   Repeating an operation generates a series or trend.  For 

example, starting from 1, successive addition of 2 generates a 

series of odd numbers: 

1 (start), 3 (step 1), 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 (in step 10)   

A set of even numbers is obtained with the additive factor 2 if we 

start from an even number or zero.  The trend of odd or even 

continues as long as one chooses to use the operator. 
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3.  Multiplication (or division) operators give different series.  For 

example, starting from 1 and the multiplier of 2, the resulting 

series is: 

1 (start), 2 (step 1), 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 (in step 10) 

It shows the power of 2 as a sequential multiplication.   

4.  Expression of divergent (as above) or convergent series rapidly 

becomes unmanageable in the normal place-based notation.  Such 

trends are more conveniently represented as powers as in 2n. It is 

worth grasping their magnitude. For example starting with one 

grain of wheat, in 63 steps (n=63), the number 263 is so large that at 

the current rate of the world wide wheat production it is equal to 

the total production for the next 300 years.  How large is that? 

Well, if the fastest modern computer (at the end of 20th century) 

started counting from 1 today, it will reach the last number in 

more than 10 billion years!  It is estimated that by then, Sun will 

run out its fuel. It would take twice as long for 264. 

4.  As used above and taught in grade school zero is a digit 

between plus one and minus one.  However its significance goes 

far beyond.  Zero added or subtracted from a number does not 

change the value of the number.  Zero assumes a place based 

value in the multi-digit numbering system. For example in 01203, 

the first zero (from left) has no value whereas the second zero has 

a place value of 10 for the second digit (from right).  On the other 

hand, any number multiplied by zero turn the number into zero. 

Tangibility of the nothingness represented by zero is like the 

endless time or boundless space which with proper representation 

can be constrained into an event time or place.   

5.  As mention in Chapter B and above, a power series of 

increasing numbers is generated through the likes of square or 

cube relations such as; 

 2, 22, (22)2, (22)2)2 
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A series of decreasing value is also generated through the roots of 

root, such as:  

2, 21/2, (21/2)1/2 etc.  or  2, 2,  (2), ((2)) 

These series have interesting properties.  One does not start from 0 

or 1.  In the real world such nested powers are used to express the 

change in dimension such as from length to area to volume. 

However, mathematically, such operators can take you to worlds 

in other dimensions that can only be imagined.  Such operations 

never take you to nothing or to the zero-dimension of space.  The 

nothingness of zero as a representational space leads to the 

concept of akash (the space of the occupied universe) and Alokakash 

(unoccupied space that lies beyond the occupied space). In 

jeevathan there is allusion to fractional dimension especially for 

the dependent beings, as well as niray and dev. Possibly, it is a 

device to address popular concerns by invoking worlds outside 

the realm of human experience of reality.  

Insight:  Consistency defines trend of qualities shared by all 

members of the set (category or class). Comparing apples and 

oranges requires redefining the attributes of the set.  In gunasthan 

humans elevate themselves by human standards and criteria that 

require qualitative change.  Such comparison is not possible with 

qualities possessed by a set of one, or for the nonexistent 

quantities, or if the entity is not defined on the basis of consistent 

characteristics verified by evidence.   
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More or Less in Comparison 

(Appbahu-anugam) 

 

 

 

#H1.  Operationally, criteria of comparison (tulla) as 

more or less (Appbahu) in relation to other entities are 

applied (anugam) to generalizations as well as to the 

particulars.  

    ***** 

Generalizations from comparisons (H2-26) 
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#H2. In general, counts of those committed to States 

VIII, IX and X are comparable to each other, and their 

number is small.  

#H3. The count of those with subdued passions in State 

XI is smaller than those who enter States VIII through X.  

#H4.  Compared to the above the count of the dedicated 

in States VIII through XI is larger by a countable 

multiplier.   

#H5.  The count of those without passions in State XII is 

smaller than those in State XI (H4?). 

#H6.  Count of those who enter States XIII and XIV is 

small, and also smaller than those in State XII (H5). 

    * 
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#H7.  Compared to the above (H6) the cumulative total 

count of sajogkevali (i.e., the total number of all the 

sajogkevali who have existed so far) is larger by a 

countable multiplier. 

#H8.  Compared to the above (H7) the count of those 

dedicated to restraints in States VII through XI is larger 

by a countable multiplier.  

#H9.  Compared to the above (H8) the count of those 

who exercise restraints of State VI is larger by a 

countable multiplier. 

#H10.  Compared to the above (H9) the count of those 

with chaotic and occasional restraints (state V) is larger 

by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H11.  Compared to the above (H10) the count of those 

in State II (not able to exercise restraints) is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

#H12.  Compared to the above (H11) the count of those 

in State III (who do not see need for restraints) is larger 

by a countable multiplier. 

#H13. Compared to the above (H12) the count of those 

in State IV (who are indifferent to restraints) is larger by 

an uncountable multiplier. 

#H14. Compared to the above (H13) the count of those 

in State I (who do not discriminate contradictions) is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

Consider the power of sequential multiplication:  For example 

consider the multiplier of ten, which sequentially adds a zero as 

the right most digit of the initial count.  Starting with one 
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sajogkevali through the eight steps (from G7 to G14), the count of 

those in State I would come to 10,000,000 (=107 or ten million).  

Insight.  Relative population for a State (or probability of being in 

a State) would be in relation to the total population (= 1 + 101 + 102 

+  ... 107 = 1.111x107.    

Insight: Perceptions call for realistic comparisons. Consider plight 

and platitude of young ones: everybody has it or no body does it.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#H15.  The count of those with chaotic consistency is 

smallest among the unrestrained (State IV).  
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#H16.  In comparison to H15 the count of those with 

rational consistency (but without commitment?) in state 

IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier.   

#H17.  In comparison to H16 the count of those with 

dormant (unexpressed) consistency in state IV is larger 

by an uncountable multiplier.   

    *  

#H18.  Count of those with rational consistency is 

smallest among those in State V.  

#H19.  In comparison to H18 the count of those with 

occasional and chaotic consistency is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier. 

#H20.  In comparison to H19 the count of those with 

dormant (random) consistency is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

Note:  The unrestrained states are inherently unpredictable, and 

therefore lack rational consistency. 

    * 
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#H21. The count of those with chaotic (occasional) 

consistency is smallest among those in States VI and VII.  

#H22.  In comparison to the above (H21) the count of 

those with rational consistency is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

#H23.  In comparison to H22 the count of those with 

dormant (unrealized) consistency is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H24.  Similar comparisons for rationality apply for those 

committed to States VIII though X. 

#H25.  Among these (H24), the count of those with 

occasional (chaotic) consistency is the smallest.  

#H26.  In comparison to H25 the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to niray (H27-40) 
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#H27.  Operationally, among the niray of the first 

underworld (see H34) the count of those in State II is the 

smallest.  

#H28.   Compared to the above (H27), the count of niray 

in State III is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H29.   Compared to the above (H28) the count of niray 

in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 
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#H30.  Compared to the above (H29) the count of niray 

in State I is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    * 

#H31. Among the niray of first underworld in State IV 

the count of those committed to consistency is the 

smallest.  

#H32. Compared to H31 the count of those with chaotic 

consistency is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H33. Compared to H32 the count of those with random 

behavior (dormant consistency) is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

#H34.  These comparisons are for niray of first 

underworld. 

    * 
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#H35. Among the niray of the second to seventh 

underworlds the count of those in State II is the smallest.  

#H36. Compared to the above (H35) the count of those 

in State III is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H37. Compared to the above (H36) the count of those 

in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H38.  Compared to the above (H37) the count of those 

in State I is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    * 

#H39.  Among the niray of the six (2-7) underworlds in 

state IV the count of those with chaotic consistency is the 

smallest.  

#H40.  In comparison (H39) the count of the niray with 

chaotic consistency is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    ***** 

In relation to tirikkh (H41-52) 
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#H41.  Among the five-sensed independent and sexually 

differentiated tirikkh the count of those in State V is the 

smallest.  

#H42.  Compared to H41 their count in State II is larger 

by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H43.  In Comparison (H42) their count in State III is 

larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H44.  In comparison (H43) their count in State IV is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H45.  In comparison (H44) their count in State I is 

infinitely larger, and their total is uncountable.  

    * 
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#H46.  Among the tirikkh in State IV the count of those 

with chaotic consistency is the smallest.   

#H47.  In comparison (H46) the count of those with 

consistent rationality is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H48.  In comparison (H47) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier.  

    * 

#H49.  The count of those with chaotic consistency is 

smallest among the tirikkh in State II.  

#H50.  In comparison (H49) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 
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#H51. It is noteworthy that the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is the smallest among the five-sensed 

sexually differentiated tirikkh in States IV or V. 

#H52. In comparison (H51) the count of the tirikkh with 

dormant consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier.   

    ***** 

In relation to humans (H53-80) 

 

 

 

 

#H53.  Among the independent men and women the 

count of those committed to States VIII, IX or X is 

comparable, and small compared to the preceding states.  
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#H54.  The count of those in State XI is smaller than the 

above (H53). 

#H55.  Compared to H54 the count of those dedicated to 

States VIII through X is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H56.  The count of those in State XII is smaller than 

the above (H55). 

#H57.  In comparison to H56 count of those who enter 

States XIII and XIV is smaller. 

#H58.  In comparison to H57 the cumulative total count 

of the sajogkevali is larger by a countable factor.  

    * 
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#H59.  Compared to the above (H58) the count of the 

not-dedicated and not-committed but who exercise 

restraints of State VII is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H60.  In comparison (H59) the count of those who 

exercise restraints of State VI is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

#H61. In comparison (H60) the count of those with 

occasional (chaotic) restraints (State V) is larger by a 

countable multiplier.  

#H62.  In comparison (H61) the count of the disabled in 

State II is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H63.  In comparison (H62) the count of those with 

ignorance in State III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H64.  In comparison (H63) the count of the 

unrestrained (State IV) is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H65.  In comparison (H64) the total count of humans 

with contradictions of State I is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier, and their total count is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

    * 
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#H66.  Among the unrestrained humans in State IV the 

count of those with chaotic consistency is the smallest.  

#H67.  In comparison (H65) the count of those with 

(rational?) consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H68.  In comparison (H66) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 

#H69.  Among the restrained humans in State V the 

count of those with rational consistency is the smallest.  

#H70.  In comparison (H69) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H71.  In comparison (H70) the count of the humans 

with dormant consistency is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

    * 
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#H72.  The count of those with chaotic consistency is 

smallest among the humans who exercise restraints of 

States VI or VII. 

#H73.  In comparison (H72) the count of those with 

rational consistency is lager by a countable multiplier. 

#H74.  In comparison (H73) the count of those with 

dormant (unexpressed rational) consistency is larger by a 

countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H75.  In particular, among the women in States IV, V, 

VI or VII the count of those with rational consistency is 

the smallest.  

#H76.  In comparison (H75) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by a countable factor.  

#H77.  In comparison (H76) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

    *  

#H78.  Similar comparisons apply for the women in 

States VIII, IX and X.   

#H79.  Among these (H78) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is the smallest.   

#H80.  In comparison (H79) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    ***** 

In relation to dev (H81-102) 
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#H81.  Among the dev, the count of those in State II is 

the smallest.   

#H82.  Compared to the above (H81) their count in State 

III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H83.  In comparison (H82) their count in State IV is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H84.  In comparison (H83) their count in State I is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    * 

#H85.  Among the dev in State IV (H83) the count of 

those with chaotic consistency is the smallest. 

#H86.  In comparison (H85) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H87.  In comparison (H86) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

Note:  Other comparisons: the dev in State IV are more consistent 

compared to the niray in state IV; the number of dev as celestial 

shining objects is very large; dev satisfy the consistency criteria as 

they appear and disappear with regularity; imagined entities are 

chaotic or random.      

    * 
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#H88.  Comparisons of the relative counts of certain 

kinds of dev (those that inhabit homes, forests, and 

celestial domains, as well the imagined ones of the 

various kinds) are similar than those for the niray of the 

seventh underworld.  

#H89. Comparisons for the imagined dev of distant 

celestial reaches are similar to those for the section on 

dev in general.  

#H90.  Among the celestial dev (H89) the count of those 

in State II is the smallest.   

#H91. In comparison (H90) the count of those in State 

III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H92.  In comparison (H91) the count of those in State I 

is larger by an uncountable multiplier.   

#H93.  In comparison (H92) the count of those in State 

IV is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 

#H94.  Among the above in State IV (H93) the count of 

those with chaotic consistency is the smallest.  

#H95.  In comparison (H94) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H96.  In comparison (H95) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H97.  Among the dev of nine-directions and other 

distant domains in State IV, the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is the smallest.  

#H98.  In comparison (H97) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H99.  In comparison (H98) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

    * 

#H100.  Among the imagined dev in State IV (including 

those that make wish-come-true) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is the smallest. 

#H101.  In comparison (H100) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H102. In comparison (H101) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.   

    ***** 
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In relation to the senses (H103) 

 

 

#H103.  Operationally, comparisons for the five-sensed 

independent beings follow from the generalization for the 

States. Note that compared to those in State IV the count 

of five-sensed independent being in State I is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

    ***** 

In relation to the body form (H104) 

 

 

#H104.  Operationally, comparisons for the crawler 

forms follow from the generalizations for the State. Note 

that count of crawlers in State I is largest.   

    ***** 

In relation to the abilities to communicate (H105-

143) 
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#H105.  Operationally, the count of those who use the 

twelve modes for communication and committed to 

States VIII, IX and X is small and comparable to each 

other.   

#H106.  In comparison (H105) the count of these in 

State XI is smaller. 

#H107.  Compared to the above (H105 or H106) the 

total count of the dedicated in States VIII to XI is larger 

by a countable multiplier.   

#H108.  In comparison (H105) count of those in State 

XII without passions is smaller.  

#H109.  In comparison (H108) the count of those who 

enter the sajogkevali State is smaller.  

#H110.  The cumulative total count of sajogkevali is 

larger by a countable factor. 

    * 

#H111.  Compared to H105 the count of those with 

restraints in State VII and use the twelve modes to 

communicate but not-committed or not-dedicated is 

larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H112.  In comparison (H111) the count of the not-

committed in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier.  
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#H113.  In comparison (H112) the count of not 

committed but with chaotically committed (State V) is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier.   

#H114.  In comparison (H113) the count of the 

uncommitted in State II is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H115.  In comparison (H114) the count of the 

uncommitted in State III is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

#H116.  In comparison (H115) the count of the 

uncommitted in State IV is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H117.  In comparison (H116) the count of the 

uncommitted State I is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier, and their total count is infinitely large.   

    * 
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#H118.  Comparisons for consistency among those in 

States V, VI or VII and communicate though the twelve 

modes follow from the generalization (H2-26).  

#H119. The same holds for those in States VIII, IX or X. 

#H120.  Among the above (H119) the count of those 

with chaotic consistency is the smallest.  

#H121.  In comparison (H120) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

    * 

#H122.  The count of sajogkevali is the smallest among 

those who communicate with a gross change in the body 

form.  

#H123.  Compared to the above (H122) their count 

among those in State IV is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

#H124.  Compared to the above (H123) their count 

among those in State II is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 
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#H125.  Compared to the above (H124) their count 

among those in State I is large by an uncountable 

multiplier.  

    * 

#H126.  The count of those with rational consistency is 

the smallest among those in State IV and who 

communicate with gross changes in the body form.  

#H127.  Compared to the above (H126) the count of 

those with dormant rationality is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

    * 

#H128.  Comparisons for those who communicate 

through distorted body forms are similar to those for dev.  

#H129.  Among these (H128) the count is smallest 

among those in State II.  

#H130.  Compared to the above (H129) their count is 

larger by a countable multiplier among those in State IV.  

#H131.  Compared to H130 their count is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier among those in State I.   

    * 

#H132.  The count of those with chaotic consistency is 

smallest among those in State IV and who communicate 

through distorted body forms. 

#H133.  In comparison (H132) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H134.  In comparison (H133) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H135.  Count of those with rational consistency is 

smallest among those with restraints in State VI and who 

communicate through the internal body forms alone or 

with other modes.  
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#H136.  In comparison (H135) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 

#H137.  The count of sajogkevali is smallest among 

those who communicate with the transitional action form. 

#H138.  In comparison (H137) the count of these in 

State II is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H139.   In comparison (H138) the count of these in 

State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H140.  In comparison (H139) the count of these in 

State I is larger by an infinitely large multiplier.  

    * 

#H141. Count of those with rational consistency is 

smallest among the above in State IV (H139) and who 

communicate with transitional body form (H135).  

#H142. Compared to the above (H141) the count of 

those with chaotic consistency is larger by a countable 

factor. 

#H143.  Compared to the above (H142) the count of 

those with dormant consistency is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

    *****  

In relation to pleasure-pain response (H144-163) 
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#H144.  Operationally, count of those who react to pain 

is small and comparable among those committed to 

States VIII or IX.  

#H145.  In comparison (H144) their count among the 

dedicated in State VIII is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H146.  In comparison (H145) their count among the 

not-committed and not-dedicated in State VII is larger by 

a countable multiplier. 
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#H147. In comparison (H146) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H148.  In comparison (H147) their count among those 

in State V is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H149.  In comparison (H148) their count among those 

in State II is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H150.  In comparison (H149) their count among those 

in State III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H151.  In comparison (H150) their count among those 

in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H152.  In comparison to the above (H151) the count of 

those in State I who feel pain is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

    * 
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#H153.  Count of those with rational response to pain is 

the smallest among those in State IV or V.  

#H154.  In comparison (H153) the count of those with 

chaotic response is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H155.  In comparison (H154) the count of those with 

dormant rational response is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H156.  Count of those that respond to pain with 

rational consistency is the smallest among those in State 

VI or VII.  

#H157.  In comparison (H156) the count of those that 

respond with chaotic consistency is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

#H158.  In comparison (H157) the count of those that 

respond with dormant rationality is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier. 

    * 
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#H159.  Similar comparisons apply for reaction to pain 

by those in State VIII or IX. 

#H160. Among the above (H159) the count of the 

committed is the smallest.  

#H161. In comparison (H160) the count of those who 

react to pain is larger by a countable multiplier as the 

dedicated in States VIII or X. 

    * 
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#H162.  Count of those who respond to pleasure is 

comparable and small among those entering State VIII or 

IX.   

#H163.  In comparison (H162) their count among the 

dedicated in States VIII or IX is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

#H164.  In comparison (H163) their count among the 

not-committed and not-dedicated in State VII is larger by 

a countable multiplier.  

#H165.  In comparison (H164) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H166.  In comparison (H165) their count among those 

in State V is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H167.  In comparison (H166) their count among those 

in State II is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 
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#H168.  In comparison (H167) their count among those 

in State III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H169.  In comparison (H168) the count of those in 

State IV and respond to pleasure is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier. 

#H170.  In comparison (H169) the count of those in 

State I and who respond to pleasure is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#H171.  Comparisons for those who respond to pleasure 

with rational balance among those in States IV, V, VI or 

VII follow from the generalization for the State (H15-19). 

#H172.  The same holds for those in State VIII or IX. 

#H173.  Count of the committed in State VIII or IX and 

respond to pleasure is the smallest.  

#H174.  In comparison (H73) their count among the 

dedicated is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H175.  Count of those with ambivalence for pain and 

pleasure is small and comparable among the committed 

to State VIII or IX.  

#H176. In comparison (H175) their count among the 

dedicated is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H177.  In comparison (H176) their count among the 

not-committed and not-dedicated in State VII is larger by 

a countable multiplier.  

#H178. In comparison (H177) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H179. In comparison (H178) their count among those 

in State V is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H180.  In comparison (H179) their count among those 

in State II is larger by a countable multiplier. 
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#H181.  In comparison (H180), their count among those 

in State III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H182.  Compared to the above (H182), their count 

among those in State IV is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H183.  Compared to the above (H183), count of those 

in State I with ambivalence for pain and pleasure is 

infinitely larger. 

    * 
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#H184.  Comparisons for rational balance among those 

in States IV or V with ambivalence for pain and pleasure 

follow from the generalization for the State.   

#H185.  Among those in States VI or VII, with 

ambivalence the count of those with rational consistency 

is smallest. 

#H186.  In comparison (H186) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H187.  In comparison (H187) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by a countable multiplier. 

    * 

#H188.  Similar comparisons for rational balance for pain 

apply for those in States VIII and IX.   

#H189.  Count of those with ambivalence for pain and 

pleasure is smallest among the committed to State VIII or 

IX.  

#H190.  In comparison (H189) their count among the 

dedicated in States VIII or IX is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 
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#H191.  Count of those beyond the pain and pleasure 

response is smallest and comparable among those who 

enter State VIII or IX.  

#H192.  Their count is smaller as those in State XI.  

#H193.  Their count among the dedicated in States VIII 

through X is larger by a countable multiplier.   

#H194.  Their count is smaller (H193) among those in 

State XII.  

#H195.  Their count among those entering the two kevali 

States is comparable and small (H193).  

#H196.  The cumulative total count of the sajogkevali is 

larger by a countable multiplier. 

    *****   

In relation to the passions (H197-215) 
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#H197.  Operationally, the count of those with anger, 

pride, illusion and greed is comparable and small among 

those committed to State VIII or IX. 

#H198.  In comparison, their count as the dedicated in 

States VIII or IX is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H199.  Note that the count of the greedy is larger 

among the committed in State X than among the 

dedicated. 

    * 
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#H200.  In comparison (H198) the count of those with 

four passions is larger by a countable factor as the 

dedicated in State X. 

#H201.  In comparison (H200) the count of those with 

four passions is larger by a countable multiplier among 

the non-dedicated and not-committed in State VII.  

#H202.  In comparison (H201) their count is larger by a 

countable multiplier as those in State VI.  

#H203.  In comparison (H202) their count is larger by a 

countable multiplier among those in State V.  

#H204.  In comparison (H203) their count is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier among those in State II. 

#H205.  In comparison (H204), their count is larger by a 

countable multiplier among those in State III. 

#H206.  In comparison (H205), their count is larger by 

an uncountable multiplier among those in State IV. 

#H207.  In comparison (J206) their count is infinitely 

larger among those in State I.   

    * 
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#H208.  Comparisons for rational balance among those 

with passions in States IV through VII follow from the 

generalizations for the State.  

#H209.  Similar comparisons apply for those in State 

VIII or IX.  

#H210.  The count of those without passions is smallest 

among those committing to States VIII and IX.  
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#H211.  In comparison (H210) their count among the 

dedicated in State VIII and IX is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

    * 

#H212.  Count of those without passion is the smallest 

among those in State XI.  

#H213.  In comparison (H212) their count among those 

in State XII is larger by a countable multiplier.   

#H214.  Their count is small and comparable as those 

entering the kevali State.  

#H215.  The total cumulative number of Sajogkevali is 

larger by a countable factor.  

    ***** 
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In relation to the ability to understand (H216-243) 
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#H216.  Operationally, count of those with rational 

consistency is smallest among those in State II without 

innate inability to know and evaluate, or cannot learn 

from utterance, or have partial cognition.  

#H217.  In comparison (H216) their count is larger by an 

infinitely large multiplier among those in State I whose 

total count is uncountable.  

    * 

#H218.  The count of those who know from the limits 

and context of what they hear is smallest among those 

who are committing to State VIII, IX or X.  

#H219.  Their (H218) count among the committed in 

State XI is also small.  
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#H220.  Their (H218) count among the dedicated in 

State VIII, IX or X is also small.  

#H221.  Their count among those in State XII is smaller. 

    * 

#H222.  In comparison (H221) their count among the 

not-committed and not-dedicated in State VII is larger by 

a countable multiplier.  

#H223.  In comparison (H222) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier.   

#H224.  In comparison (H223) their count among those 

in State V is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H225.  In comparison (H224) their count among those 

in State IV is larger by a countable multiplier.   

    * 

#H226.  Comparisons for consistency among those in 

State IV, V, VI or VII (H218) follow from the 

generalization for the State.   

#H227.  Similar comparisons apply for those in State 

VIII, IX or X.  

#H228.  Among those with the three abilities to 

understand (H218), the count of the committed is the 

smallest. 

#H229. Compared to the above, their count among the 

dedicated is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H230.  The count of those who follow the intent, 

implications and context is smallest and comparable 

among those committing to States VIII, IX or X.  

#H231. Their (H230) count is smaller among those in 

State XI. 

#H232. Their count as the dedicated to State XI is larger 

by a countable multiplier.  

#H233.  Their count as the passionless in State XII is 

smaller.  

    * 

#H234.  In comparison (H233) their count among the 

not-dedicated and not-committed in State VII is larger by 

a countable multiplier. 

#H235.  Compared to the above (H234), their count 

among those in State VI is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H236.  Among those in States VI or VII who 

understand intent, the count of those with (rational 

consistency) is the smallest.   
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#H237.  In comparison (H236) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.   

#H238.  Among the above (H236) the count of those 

with dormant rationality is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H239.  Comparisons of counts for rational consistency 

are similar for those in States VIII, IX and X with the 

ability to follow intent (H230).  

#H240.  Count of those who understand intent among 

the committed is the smallest.   

#H241.  In comparison (H240) their count among the 

dedicated is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H242.  The count of those with valid and complete 

knowledge is small and comparable as those who enter 

the sajogkevali and ajogkevali States.   

#H243.  The cumulative total number of sajogkevali is 

larger by a countable multiplier. 

    ***** 

In relation to the restraints (H244-285) 
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#H244.  Count of those who make commitment to 

restraints of State VIII, IX or X is small and comparable. 
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#H245.  Count of those committed to State XI is smaller. 

#H246.  In comparison (H244) their count as the 

dedicated in these States is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

#H247.  Their count in State XII is also smaller. 

#H248.  Their count (H247) among those who enter the 

kevali States is also small and comparable.  

#H249.  The total count of sajogkevali is larger by a 

countable multiplier. 

    * 

#H250.  In comparison (H249) the count of those with 

restraints is larger by a countable multiplier among those 

not-dedicated and not-committed in State VII.  

#H251.  In comparison (H250) their count among those 

with restraints of State VI is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

#H252.  Among those in State VI or VII the count of 

those with chaotic consistency is the smallest.  

#H253.  In comparison (H252) the count of those with 

(rational) consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H254.  In comparison (H251) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 

#H255.  Similar comparisons apply for those in State 

VIII, IX or X. 

#H256.  Among H255 the count of those with chaotic 

consistency is the smallest. 

#H257.  In comparison (H255) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H258.  Count of those with consistent time 

commitment is comparable and small among those who 

enter States VIII and IX.  

#H259.  In comparison (H258) their count among the 

dedicated is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H260.  In comparison (H259) their count as the not-

committed and not-dedicated with restraints of State VII 

is larger by a countable factor. 

#H261.  In comparison (H260) their count among those 

with restraints of State VI is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H262.  Count of those with chaotic consistency is the 

smallest among those in State VI or VII with restraints on 

time and commitments.  

#H263.  In comparison (H262) their count with chaotic 

consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H264.  In comparison (H262) their count with dormant 

rationality is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 

#H265.  Similar comparisons for rational consistency 

apply for those in State VIII or IX with the time 

commitment.  

#H266.  Among the committed to State VIII or IX the 

count of those with rational consistency is the smallest. 

#H267.  Their count among the dedicated is larger by a 

countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H268.  The count of those with restraints on conduct is 

the smallest among those in State VII. 

#H269.  Compared to the above their count is larger by 

a countable multiplier among those in State VI.  

#H270.  The count of those with rational consistency is 

the smallest among the above in States VI and VII (H268 

and H269). 

#H271.  Count of those with dormant rationality is larger 

by a countable multiplier among the above (H270).  

    * 
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#H272.  Count of the committed in State X with subtle 

restraints is small.  

#H273.  In comparison, their count as the dedicated in 

State IX, X or XI with subtle restraints is larger by a 

countable multiplier.  

#H274.  Comparisons for those with restraints of State 

XI are similar to those without passions.  

    * 

#H275.  Such comparisons do not apply for those who 

are occasionally restrained in State IV. 

#H276.  Among those in State V the count of those with 

rational consistency is the smallest.  

#H277.  In comparison (H276) the count of those with 

occasional consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H278.  In comparison (H277) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

    * 

#H279.  The count of those without consistency is 

smallest among the unrestrained. 

#H280. In comparison (H279) the count of those unable 

to be consistent is larger among those in State III by a 

countable multiplier. 

#H281.  In comparison (H280) their count among those 

in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 
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#H282.  In comparison (H281) their count among those 

in State I is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

    * 

#H283.  Among the above (H281 without restraints in 

State IV) the count of those with rational consistency is 

the smallest. 

#H284.  In comparison (H283) the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H285.  In comparison (H284) the count of those with 

dormant consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to cognize pattern (H286-

289) 

 

 

#H286.  Operationally, comparisons for those who 

cognize patterns (with or without eye vision) follow from 

the generalizations for States I through XIV. 

#H287. Note that the count of those with eye vision in 

State I is uncountable.  
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#H288.  Comparisons for those who see (perceive) limits 

follow from the section on the ability to understand limits 

of what one knows. 

#H289.  Comparisons for those who cognize and 

perceive complete and valid patterns of reality follow from 

the section on the ability to know and understand reality. 

    ***** 

 

In relation to motives (H290-327) 
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#H290.  Operationally, count of those with black, blue 

and gray motives (or with blinders) is smallest among 

those in State II.  

#H291.  Compared to the above (H290) their count 

among those in State III is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

#H292.  Compared to the above (H291) their count 

among those in State IV is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier.  

#H293.  Compared to the above (H292) their count 

among those in State I is larger by an infinitely large 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H294.   Among the above in State IV (H292) the count 

of those with rational consistency is the smallest. 

#H295.  Compared to the above, the count of those with 

chaotic consistency is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H296.  Compared to the above, the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H297.  Note that among those in State IV with gray 

motives the count of those with chaotic consistency is the 

smallest.  

#H298.  In comparison (to H297) the count of those with 

rational consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier.  

#H299.  In comparison (to H298) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

    * 
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#H300.  Count of those with bright and colored motives 

is smallest among those in State VII. 

#H301.   In comparison (H300) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H302.  In comparison (H301) their count among those 

in State V is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H303. In comparison (H302) their count among those 

in State II is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H304. In comparison (H3031) their count among those 

in State III is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H305. In comparison (H304) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H306. In comparison (H305) their count among those 

in State I with bright and colored motives is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier.  

#H307.  Comparisons for consistency among those with 

bright, colored motives (H300 to 306) follow the 

generalizations (for the States IV through VII).  

    * 
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#H308.  Count of those with white motives is small and 

comparable among those who begin commitment to 

restraints in States VIII, IX or X. 

#H309.  Their count among those in State XI is smaller.  

#H310.  Their count as the dedicated in these States is 

larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H311.  Their count among the passionless in State XII 

is smaller. 

#H312.  Their count among those who enter sajogkevali 

State is smaller. 

#H313. The count of those with white motives is larger 

by a countable multiplier among all the sajogkevali 

together. 

    * 
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#H314.  Compared to the above (H313) the count of 

those with white motives is larger by a countable 

multiplier among the not-dedicated and non-committed in 

State VII. 

#H315.  In comparison (H314) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H316. In comparison (H315) their count among those 

in State V is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H317. In comparison (H316) their count among those 

in State II is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H318.  In comparison (H317) their count aong those in 

State III is larger by a countable multiplier.  
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#H319. In comparison (H318) their count among those 

in State I is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H320. In comparison (H319) their (of those with white 

motives) count among those in State IV is larger by a 

countable multiplier.  

    * 

 

 

#H321.  Among those in state IV with white motives 

(H320) the count of those with chaotic consistency is the 

smallest. 

#H322.  In comparison (H321) the count of those with 

(rational) consistency is larger by an uncountable 

multiplier. 

#H323.  In comparison (H322) the count of those with 

dormant rationality is larger by a countable multiplier.   

    * 
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#H324.  Comparisons for (rational) consistency among 

those with white motives follow from the generalization 

for the State V, VI or VII. 

#H325.  The same holds for those (with white motives) 

committed and dedicated to State VIII, IX or X. 

#H326.  The count of the committed and with white 

motives (H325) is the smallest.   

#H327.  In comparison (H326) the count of the 

dedicated with white motives is larger by a countable 

multiplier.  

    ***** 

In relation to the potential (H328-329) 

 

 

 

 

#H328.  Operationally, counts of those who have 

realized potential follow from the generalizations for the 

States.  

#H329.  Comparisons are not possible for those who 

have not realized potential.  
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Insight: Comparisons are made on the basis of the available 

(positive) evidence, not on the basis of a lack of evidence in relation 

to defined qualities and quantities that identify reality.  Non-existent 

or nothingness cannot be not defined, and therefore not real.  

   ***** 

 

In relation to the rational balance (H330-354) 

 

 

 

 

#H330.   Operationally, count of those with rational 

balance and consistency follows from the section for those 
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who know the boundaries of what they know and also 

cognize the limits of what they understand.  

#H331.  Count of those with rational consistency is small 

and comparable among those in State VIII, IX or X.  

#H332.  Their count among those with subdued passions 

in State XI is smaller. 

#H333.  Their count among the dedicated in State VIII, 

IX or X is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H334.  Their count among those who have shed their 

passion in State XII is smaller. 

#H335.  Their count among those who enter the kevali 

States is also small and comparable.  

#H336.  The cumulative total of the sajogkevali with 

rational balance and consistency is countable.  

    * 
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#H337.  Compared to the above (H336) the count of 

those with rational balance and consistency (H331) is 

larger among the non-committed and not-dedicated in 

State VII. 

#H338.  In comparison (H337) their count among those 

in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H339.  In comparison (H338) their count among those 

in State V is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H340.  In comparison (H338) their count among those 

in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H341.  Among those in States V, VI or VII (rational) 

consistency is indistinguishable.  

    * 
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#H342.  Among those in State VII the count of those 

with dormant balance and consistency is the smallest. 

#H343.  In comparison their count in State VI is larger 

by a countable multiplier. 

#H344. In comparison their count in State V is larger by 

an uncountable multiplier. 

#H345. In comparison their count in State VI is larger by 

an uncountable multiplier. 

#H346.  There is little difference in the dormant 

consistency of those in State IV, V, VI or VII.  

    * 
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#H347.  Count of those with chaotic consistency is 

smallest and comparable among the committed in States 

VIII, IX or X. 

#H348.  Their count is smaller among those in State XI. 

#H349.  Their count among the non-committed in State 

VII is larger by a countable multiplier.  

#H350.  In comparison their count among those in State 

VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H351.  In comparison their count among those in State 

V is larger by a countable multiplier.   

#H352.  In comparison their count among those in State 

IV is larger by a countable multiplier.     

#H353. There is little difference in the chaotic 

consistency of those in State IV, V, IV or VII.  

#H354.  Above (H329), comparisons are not possible for 

those who do not have rational balance and consistency.  

    ***** 
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In relation to the sensibility (H355-357) 

 

 

 

 

#H355.  Comparisons for sensibility among those in 

States I through XII follow from the generalizations for 

the States. 

#H356.  Note that the count of those with senses (i.e. 

those who respond to sensory inputs) is larger among 

those in State I is uncountable.  

#H357.  It is not possible to count for sensibility among 

these. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to internalize  (H358-382) 
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#H358.  Operationally, count of those with ability to 

internalize is smallest and comparable among those 

committed to State VIII, IX or X. 

#H359.  Their count among those in State XI is smaller. 

#H360.  Their count among the dedicated in States VIII 

through XI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H361.  Their count among the dedicated in State XII is 

smaller. 

#H362.  Their count is smaller among those who enter 

the sajogkevali state. 

#H363. In comparison the total cumulative count of 

sajogkevali is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H364.  In comparison (to H363) the count of those with 

ability to internalize as the non-committed and not 

dedicated in State VII is larger by a countable multiplier. 

    * 
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#H365.  In comparison (to H364) their count among 

those in State VI is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H366.  In comparison (to H365) their count among 

those in State V is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H367.  In comparison (to H366) their count among 

those in State II is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H368.  In comparison (to H367) their count among 

those in State III is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H369.  In comparison (to H368) their count among 

those in State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier. 

#H370.  In comparison (to H369) their count among 

those in State I with ability to internalize is larger by an 

infinitely large multiplier. 

    * 
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#H371.  Comparisons for (rational) consistency among 

those with ability to internalize in State IV, V, VI or VII 

follow from the generalizations for the States.  

#H372.  The same generalizations apply for those in 

States VIII, IX or X.  

#H373.  Their count is smallest among the committed to 

State VIII, IX or X.  

#H374.  In comparison (to H373) their count among the 

dedicated in State VIII, IX or X is larger by a countable 

multiplier. 

    * 

#H375.  The count of those who do not internalize is 

smallest among Sajogkevali.  

#H376.  In comparison (to H375) their count among the 

ajogkevali is larger by a countable multiplier.  

    * 
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#H377.  In comparison (to H376) the count of those 

without ability to internalize in State II is larger by an 

uncountable multiplier. 

#H378.  In comparison (to H377) their count as those in 

State IV is larger by an uncountable multiplier.  

#H379.  In comparison (to H378) the count of those 

without ability to internalize in State I is larger by an 

infinitely large multiplier.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#H380. The count of those who do not internalize and 

are in State IV with chaotic consistency is the smallest. 

#H381.  In comparison (H380) the count of these with 

dormant consistency is larger by a countable multiplier. 

#H382.  In comparison (H381) the count of these is 

larger by an uncountable multiplier among those with 

dormant rationality.  

    ***** 
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